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What is Happening and When?
Mountain View Elementary School Redevelopment

Our first consultation for the
redevelopment of the Mountain View
school site took place on June 11th,
2013 and focused on the historical
building. Don Luxton, from the
Arlington Group, met with citizens,
city staff and district representatives
to discuss the opportunities and
challenges with the preservation of
the historical building.

A very preliminary plan, served as the basis for a site discussion, and it is included below.

Highlights from the June 11th meeting included:
ü describing the difference between “heritage” and “historical”. MVE does not have
official heritage status, but the Board is amenable to seeking same.
ü a consensus that this is the last chance to save a historic school in Revelstoke.
ü high interest to have mixed use on the site.
ü as there is very little green space in the neighborhood, the provision of a park area is
desirable.
ü a suggestion that financial proceeds could be maximized through the use of nonstandard, 33-foot lots.
ü inquiries regarding educational tenants that could make use of the historical building,
e.g. TRU may be looking for outdoor activity space.
ü a proposal for an Outdoor Discovery Centre was presented. This included a
greenhouse, climbing gym, outdoor theatre and residence-style accommodation, with
the historical building serving as an arts school, classrooms or workspace.
ü information regarding potential heritage value for the original Home Ec / Vocational
Training Building, built in 1937.
ü discussion of a possibility to split the site differently, in parallel slices, with residential
uses (townhouses, 33’ lots) facing Pearson St.; then open space running through
between second and third streets; then the school; and an educational/commercial use
facing Garden Avenue.
Overall, there was no major concern about proposed uses for the historical building as long as
it is preserved. The Board very much appreciated the thoughtful feedback provided by the
participants.
We continue to receive feedback directly, and recently, both Cindy Pearce, Mountain
Labyrinths Inc. and consultant for the development the Integrated Community Sustainability
Plan (ICSP), and Jill Zacharias, Social Development Coordinator for the City of Revelstoke
have provided information regarding the implications of the ICSP on the redevelopment of the
Mountain View site. The ICSP plan can be found on the City of Revelstoke website at City of
Revelstoke - Integrated Community Sustainability Plan. We have provided the comments and
the draft ICSP to Don Luxton, and Graham Farstad, of the Arlington Group, to support their
work on the redevelopment of Mountain View site.
In order to secure the funds committed to the capital project, it is clear that we have a
significant number of elements to consider in the redevelopment of the Mountain View site.
Big Eddy Elementary School Redevelopment
Rezoning timelines have again been updated by the City of Revelstoke. First and second
reading took place on May 14th, 2013, and we are awaiting confirmation of the dates for the
Advisory Planning Commission review and final reading/adoption by Council, previously
scheduled for June 25th, 2013. To keep close to our original work plan, we are now working on
our subdivision application, and will submit it concurrently with the rezoning application.

Clearview Grinding Ltd., the contractor that demolished the old Revelstoke Secondary School
has completed the removal of all hazardous materials and the demolition of the building.
Clearview is now proceeding with the grinding of the materials onsite and the removal of the
foundation for a portion of the school.

Mount Begbie Elementary School
Potential uses of the Mount Begbie site will be assessed once the outcomes of Big Eddy and
Mountain View dispositions are known. We believe there may be potential for some mix of
residential / commercial / public uses.

Why is the Board Redeveloping School Sites
The Project Agreement between the Revelstoke Board of Education and the Minister of
Education set out the funding plan for the Revelstoke Schools Project. The plan identified a
local contribution of $2.4 Million, to be raised through the disposition of surplus school sites.
Questions / Concerns
Please direct comments/feedback to:
Anne Cooper, Associate Superintendent
Earl Woodhurst, Director of Operations
& Technology

acooper@sd19.bc.ca
ewoodhurst@sd19.bc.ca

837-2101
837-2101

